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INTRODUCTION • 

Use of light Ion beams for inertial fusion power prodt:tion Is one 
of several methods currently under Investigation in the U.S. and^ibroad. 
Others Include short-wavelength lasers, long-wavelength la ers, and 
heavy ion beams. The major differences among these are illustrated by 
the shaded elements of Fig. 1: the beam power supply, high-power beam 
production and transport, and the nicroexplosion containment cavity, or 
central vessel. Many of the remaining elements shown are similar for all 
inertial fusion "drivers" (e.g., pellet injection and tracking, and the 
pulsed nature of the power conversion blanket), and some (e.g., tritium 
extraction and blanket heat removal) are common to many magnetic fusion 
approaches as well. The rest of the elements, which are collectively 
termed the "balance of plant** are qualitatively similar for all conceptual 
fusion systems, though the size is critically dependent on the energy 
multiplication of the source since all recirculating electrical power 
must flow through the thermal-to-electric converter. 

In this paper, reactor design considerations which are unique to the 
utilization of light ion beams are presented. Some of the basic 
technological and economic issues associated with reactor size are 
addressed* Advanced experimental facilities needed for the development 
of this technology as a power source are described, and an example of one 
of them is given. A few brief comments on the power supply technology 
which night be employable in these facilities conclude this overview. 

*This work was supported by the U.S. Department of Energyt under Contract 
DE-AC04-76-DP00789. 
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Fig. 1* Particle bean fusion power plaut schematic. 

REACTOR DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS 

Two major criteria must be satisfied in order for ar inertial fusion 
reactor design to be viable: (1) high-power beans must be propagated 
from their sources to a fuel pellet several meters away, and (2) the 
reactor wall and critical components must be protected from the pellet 
explosion. Since lasers propagate well through a void but not at pres
sures higher than 10-10"* torr at the required high power densities, 
the second condition has traditionally been the roost difficult to satisfy*. 
Cavity wall protection methods using magnetic fields, thin liquid layers, 
thick liquid layers, and high-atomic-number, low-density gases have 
been suggested and examined for laser fusion. Heavy ion beams are subject 
to instabilities above 10" torr, and cavity wall protection using thick 
liquid layers or sacrificial but replaceable ablators1 has been suggested 
for heavy ion fusion. Light ion beams will propagate in highly-conducting, 
Magnetized plasma channels which have been created in ambient pressures 
of 50 torr—1 atmosphere. Since the most damaging emissions from fusion 
pellets can be strongly attenuated by gases at these pressures, the 
constraints (1) and (2) can be satisfied simultaneously in the case of 
light ion fusion. It is this unique condition which forms the basis for 
conceptual reactor designs using light ions. 

Cavity Hall Protection 

The result of a single DT fusion reaction is one 14.1 MeV neutron 
(having 80 percent of the energy) and one 3.5 MeV alpha particle- When 
•any such reactions take place in a fuel pellet, the alphas are completely 
thermalIred and the neutrons arc somewhat degraded in energy. Particle 
beaa pellet emission spectra consist typically of ~12.5 MeV neutrons 
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carrying -w 70-75 percent of the energy, and debris Ions and x-rays carry* 
ing the remaining 25-30 percent. Typical energies for the Ions and 
x-rays are 300 keV and 350 eV, respectively. Ions of this energy are 
stopped very readily at densities corresponding to 0.1 atm at 0*C» The 

, x-rays have a higher penetrating power. Mean-free-paths for 350 eV 
x-rays in various gases are listed in Table 1. In order to obtain several 
mean free paths in a cavity having a radius of a few meters or less, a 
"buffer" gas heavier than helium must be used if the pressure is of the 
order of 30-100 torr. Since the choices are many, It appears that it is 
indeed possible to prevent nearly all of the non-neutronlc pellet emission 
energy from striking the wall directly. Very high heating rates and 
attendant large thermal stresses can therefore be avoided* 

The absorption of the pellet Ion and xrray emission energy in a 
buffer gas results in the formation of a hydrodynaolc shock. The strength 
of a shock created by the point absorption of 23 HJ (the non-neutronic 
part of a ***75 HJ yield) in 100 torr of nitrogen is shown in Fig. 2. 
Though the shock is initially strong, it decays with the cube of the 
distance traveled until It becomes a weak shock. By the tine the shock 
has moved only a few meters in radius, it has become a weak overpressure 
wave of a few atmospheres or less. Notice also in Fig* 2 that the time 
scale taken by the shock to traverse several meters is of the order of a 
millisecond or more. This is an important feature of the shock motion. 
Not only can the very rapid (~*-10 ns for the x-rays and ̂ -1 jus for the 
debris ions) energy pulse leaving the pellet be traded for a weak over
pressure, the speed of the overpressure is also low enough to allow 
closure of the driver beamlincs. 

us ifp AT l urn. 
(cm 

HFP AT 100 TOR* 
tut) 

"J 5S.5 O0.1 

HE JJ 3.J 

l l • 15 4.1 

«i ».» . 5.0 

Ik 0.U 1.05 

h 0.03 0.21 

XI 0.0S l . » 
r « AKWATE X-RAY AT1MUMI0N. ABOUT 3 K M FREE 
PATHS SHOULD IE 0EIA1KU IN THE CKWBEIt WD I US, 

KACTOft CtUMItR WUJtW 0"! 

Table 1. Mean-free-path of 350 eV 
x-rays in several gases. 

Fig. 2. Shock wave overpressure 
and arrival time vs. radius 
for a 75 MJ pellet in 
100 torr of nitrogen. 
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Reactor Conceptual Design 

A geometrical layout of a conceptual particle beam reactor Is shown 
In Pig. 3. Electrical energy stored in a high-voltage Marx generator (or, 
alternatively, a capacltively-driven transformer) In the oil section Is 
transferred to a low-inductance capacitor. At peak voltage, this energy 
Is switched into a set or water-Insulated pulse forming transmission lines 
(PFL'e). Each PFL forms a several Tw t^*50 ns electromagnetic pulse which 
is passed through an insulator into a self-inagnetlcally Insulated vacuum 
transmission line. This pulse Is carried to the diode, where an ion 
bean is created, accelerated, and focused* More detail on these elements 
can be found in the references and in a paper by G. W. Kuswa at this 
meeting* 

After the Ion beams have been produced and focused, they are trans
ported to the fuel pellet through low-density plasma channels. The 
geometrical arrangement for doing this Is shown in Figs. 4 and 5. A low-
power laser is directed through each headline to the target through a 
buffer gas (Fig. 4). The interaction of the laser with the gas produces 
an ionized path which breaks down upon application of a high voltage from 
the beam focus to a return current electrode (Fig. 5). When breakdown 
occurs, the rapidly rising current heats the gas and a radially-expanding 
shock wave carries the gas in a snowplow fashion. A low-density, magne
tized plasma channel Is left behind, through which the Ion beam can 
propagate under conditions of space charge and current neutralization. 

Several of the features shown in Figs. 4 and 5 are unique to the gas-
filled reactor concept for light Ions. (1) The valve arrangement consists 
of two synchronous rotating vanes which produce an aperture-open time of 
100-200 jss* Since the propagation of the overpressure in the buffer gas 
takes longer than this, the be anilines can be protected from all pellet emis
sions other than neutrons. (2) Since beam propagation takes place along 

Pig. 3* Conceptual reactor geometrical layout. 
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Fig- 4. Conceptual reactor beamline fig. 5. Conceptual reactor 
geometry. interface geometry. 

plasma channels, entry ports through the cavity wall and blanket can be 
very small O ^ 10-20 en). (3) Since the ports through the blanket are this 
small, and since the heamline components can be made to have an annular 
shape, direct line-of-sight damage by neutrons is precluded for all parts 
except the channel laser mirror. This mirror is small, and not of 
particularly high quality, but will require periodic replacement. (4) 
Since the high-power ion beams will follow the plasma channels, beam 
aiming can be accomplished using low powers and energies„ without the 
need of adaptive optics or final focusing aagnets. 

REACTOR SIZE ISSUES 

There are many technological and economic Issues associated witti 
fusion reactor sizing. Some of these are summarized as problematical 
items for inertlal confinement in Table 2. Many of the items are self-
descriptive. Some which arc not are discussed here. 

In order to achieve a low recirculating power fraction, the product 
of driver efficiency and pellet gain must exceed 10. One might therefore 
think that high gains would be optimal. But hlt>h yields tend to 
accompany high gains, since initiation energies greater than 1 HJ are 
likely to be required.1 Unfortunately, ICF cavities generally require 
sizing according to yield rather than power (yield x pulse rate). Since 
the cavity cost is proportional to R AR, where AR is the blanket thickness 
needed to stop neutrons and support the structure, and since the yield is 
proportional to R , the cavity capital cost per unit power should scale 
like the structure thickness divided by the pulse rate. Since AR must 
increase as the yield Increases, one might think that smaller yields and 
higher pulse rates are favored* < 

In actuality, a trade-off must be made between large structure and 
Increased driver energy costs for large yields and higher repetition rate 
component cost and the cost of many nore pellets for smaller yields. In 
the case of an inefficient driver, large gains and yields are mandated by 
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Table 2. A comparison of low and 
high yield problems* 

Fig. 6. Yield vs. repetition 
rate. 

the power balance. In the case of an efficient driver, many options exist. 
At the present time, there is an increasing body of experience which 
indicates that smaller reactor systems may be more reliable and have 
lower net power costs than larger ones. 

FACILITIES LEADING TO A POWER REACTOR 

If present predictions prove accurate» pellet "break-even" in an 1CF 
experimental machine will be demonstrated around 1985-86. If so, several 
experimental facilities will be needed to develop target and pulse rate 
technology to levels employable in a power reactor. The extent of the 
development needed is shown in Fig. 6, with pellet yield as the ordinate 
and pulse rate as the abscissa, A brief description of the purpose of 
several of the developmental facilities follows. 

Particle Beam Fusion Accelerator I (PBFA I): Significant burn 
(gain~l0~ 2) 

Particle Beam Fusion Accelerator II (PBFA II): Pellet breakeven 
<gain~l) 

High Repetition Rate Pulser II (HRRP II): 1 MW average power 
beara (100 U , 10 Hz) 

Systems Integration Facility (SIF): Integration of driver and 
dummy target systems at high rate (^ID Eta) 

Target development facility (TDF): Development of targets for 
ETF, hybrids, and pure fusion systems (gain~ 3-100) 

Engineering Test Facility (ETF): Development and testing of power 
conversion blanket modules in a reactor-level neutron field. 
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Fig. 7a. Generic features of an 
ETF module-

Fig. 7b. A proposed cavity 
topology for ETF. 

The complexity of the target development and engineering test facilities 
will be substantial, with remote handling of many of the components made 
necessary by the neutron activation. A measure of this complexity can be 
seen in the pictorial views of a possible module design and cavity topology 
for ETF shown in Fig. 7a and 7b. 

Facilities beyond those mentioned may include a materials testing 
facility, and a prototype power reactor, possibly operating at the 50-100 
MWe level for a period of time long pnough to gain a level of operating 
experience which can demonstrate the commercial feasibility of fusion power. 

POWER SUPPLY TECHNOLOGY 

Although a detailed discussion of power supply technology is precluded 
by space, a few items should be mentioned briefly* (1) Substantial 
progress has been made recently in the area of repetitive pulsed power 
supply development for particle beam fusion. * (2) Much of the 
technology is applicable to inertial fusion using other drivers as well. 
(3) Development times tend to be long and may eventually pace the long-
term facilities. In the near terra, though, derating of components appears 
to be one way to achieve adequate performance for some facilities. 

Derating of Capacitors 

Derating of capacitors is a technique used to increase capacitor 
lifetime without introducing new materials or developments. It is 
accomplished simply by reducing the electrical stresses in the capacitor 
windings. If the electric field is decreased by a factor L, the energy 
density is reduced by L . Since cost is proportional to capacitor volume, 
it scales like L . The lifetime of a capacitor follows a power law 
dependence on the derating factor L, where the exponent of L is a constant 
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dependent on the dielectric material. For paper dielectric capacitors, 
the exponent, n, is 5; for polyester film capacitors n is 7.5, and for 
polypropylene capacitors n is 9. Presently, standard pulse capacitors 
have a lifetime of 10-10° shots with little voltage reversal. Hence 
these capacitors could be derated by a factor of two or less for ETF 
application, where the total lifetime required is about 10' shots. For 
TDF, with about 10 5 shots required, they are adequate without much 
derating, and for a reactor, derating by a factor of 2-5 would produce an 
expected life cf 10 9-10 1 0 shots. 

Derating of Switches 

Derating of switches can be achieved, as in the case of capacitors, 
by making them larger* A numerical example is given here. In a typical 
high-voltage switch, an erosion rate of t x 10"' en per shot (about ^ jug) 
is found* If switch electrodes are made fairly large in diameter, e.g., 
15 en, and if a 20 percent increase in the original gap of 1 cm can be 
tolerated, then 35 cm (350 gm) of electrode material can be eroded before 
replacement is required* This amount is equivalent to that lost in 
8 x 10 shots, or operation at 10 Ilz for four years at a plant factor of 
70 percent. Previous estimates have been made which indicate that entire 
replacement of switches and capacitors in an efficient driver's power 
supply every three years would add less than 10 percent to the cost of 
power from a reactor* 

While development of capacitors and switches, or alternative energy 
Storage systems, for reactor use should have a high priority, derating 
of these components for near-term, and perhaps even intermediate-terra 
facilities may prove increasingly important. A necessary complement will 
be the demonstration of adequate reliability of these components. 

SUMMARY 

The use of light ion beams for lnertial fusion power production 
entails a number of perceived technological and economic advantages* 
(1) The pulsed power technology is highly efficient and inexpensive in 
comparison to alternate approaches. (2) The technology is modular, 
Sturdy, and relatively easy to fabricate. (3) Light ion propagation 
along plasma channels through a dense gaseous background permits protec
tion of the wall from rapid, damaging loads from the pellet, and allows 
isolation of beamline components from all non-neutronic pellet emissions. 
(A) The efficiency and repetition rate capability of the light ion driver 
allow a great measure of flexibility in the pellet gain and yield which 
can be employed economically for production of power in the far term, and 
for inexpensive Introduction of testing and demonstration facilities in 
the intermediate term* 
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